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Abstract

This paper shows that it is possible to motivate an artificial agent
to obey the intent of human instructions, given that it is capable of
giving human-understandable descriptions. Thus the problem of issuing
understandable instructions can be reversed into the problem of following
instructions. Key to this construction is the construction of key variables
to define potential worlds, and the use of a ‘Devil’s advocate AI’ to check
that the world in question is well-described by those variables. These
approaches could lead to more general tools for artificial agents following
human instructions.

1 Introduction

It’s been a long-time challenge to have computers provide human-understandable
answers to their users (Armstrong et al., 2012; Bostrom, 2014; Armstrong, 2017a).
A seemingly separate challenge is to have artificial agents obey the intent of
human instructions.

This paper attempts to demonstrate that solving the first enables solutions
to the second – that one can, in effect, ‘reverse’ a process that provides human-
understandable descriptions. So it will be assumed that such a process is available;
paper Armstrong (2017b) provides one such a process, but any one will do.

To do so, the artificial intelligence (AI) that is motivated to follow human
instructions will construct a series of understandable variables that encode key
features of a potential world. Key to the design is a ‘Devil’s advocate AI’ (DAI)
dedicated to showing that a world has important features not captured by
those variables (thus putting this approach in the loose extended family of the
Generative adversarial networks (GAN) design). If the DAI fails, the world is
termed ‘well-described’ by those variables.

The task of the original AI is then to encode human instructions into variable
constraints in ways that humans agree captures their instructions, and then to
aim for a well-described world with variables optimised1 within those constraints.

1 Maximised, satisficed, or quantilised (Taylor, 2015).
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2 Human instructions

Suppose a human H gives a description of an ideal world they would like an AI
to push towards:

“Oh, just make the world richer and less unequal, kinda.”

Call this desiderata D. How is the AI, or anyone, to interpret it?
It is a dangerous instruction to take literally – optimising the world for wealth

and equality will certainly end up in a terrible place, unintended by the speaker.
Nor can it be taken as pointing towards a specific world, clear in the mind of the
speaker: the vagueness of the description and the limitation of human cognition
rule against that.

On the other hand, D is not completely devoid of content. The human
speaker seems to have some vision of a world to aim towards, and that world is
not the overoptimised-for-wealth-and-equality one. And it may be underspecified,
but its not random or close to random either.

Let W0 be this world, defined either as this current world or this world and its
expected future given AI inaction or default policy. Let W (D) be the (currently
unspecified) world that H is aiming towards.

2.1 Wanting a world that is nothing like the world they
want

The first problem is that W (D) is quite close to W0, at least in H’s mental map
– and humans have very poor understanding both about the factual state of W0

and it causal structure.
Lack of knowledge about facts means that a detailed description of W (D)

would likely prompt H to exclaim that that is not at all the world they want.
Lack of knowledge of causality means that the world they mentally envisage

may be impossible – it’s certainly conceivable that there might be a trade-off
between wealth and equality that is not easy to overcome.

One way of dealing with this is to describe the ‘difference’ between W0 and
W (D) – so that D becomes a description of ‘W (D)−W0’, in some sense.

3 Modeling the target worlds

3.1 The machinery of understanding humans

This paper assumes that there is some mechanism for checking that a statement
by an AI can increase human understanding (see for instance the idea in paper
Armstrong (2017b)). Formally, given a descriptive string d, a world W , and a
human H, then the Boolean-valued function

U(d,W,H)

is true if and only if d, when presented to H, increases their understanding of W .
Ideally, this would be some sort of optimal increase in understanding: d not only
helps them understand better, but is minimally misleading in every particular.

For a variable v in W and nearby worlds, state that U(d, (v,W ), H) is true
if is d an understanding-increasing description of the variable v in world W .
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Sometimes the AI will need to provide a good description about the differences
between worlds; so state that U(d, (W,W ′), H) is true if d is an understanding
increasing description about the difference between W and W ′.

Finally, the AI may sometimes need to put some questions to the human.
Knowing whether the question is fair and uncoerced is a difficult problem, needing
models of human rationality (Armstrong, 2017c). Assume, however, that it is
possible to identify circumstances where a question can be asked and the human
can give an informed and uncoerced answer. Then Q(q,H) is true if the human
H is asked query q in those circumstances, and they answer with ‘yes’.

3.2 The important variables

Let W be the set of worlds. Let V = {vi} be a set of variables describing aspects
of these worlds.

A model M(W ) of a world W simply maps W to the values the variables
take in world W .

The vi are selected by the AI, along with descriptions di, such that the
following holds:

• The function U(di, (vi,W0), H) is true – thus di is an understanding-
increasing description of vi for H.

• The function Q(“Do you think that the variable vi described by di is an
important variable?”, H) is true – thus the human agrees that the vi are
important variables.

There are necessary conditions for the inclusion of vi in V ; the full selection
is determined by the AI in order to thwart the DAI (see next Section 3.3). These
variables could thus be things like ‘wealth’, ‘equality’, ‘happiness’, but are more
likely to be narrower and more specific – ‘GDP per capita’, ‘Gini coefficient’,
‘legal equality index’, ‘QALYs’, ‘reported happiness’, and so on.

3.3 Devil’s advocate and well-described worlds

It’s possible for a world W to have very good-seeming M(W ), and yet be a very
unpleasant location. The W could be a siren world (an overwhelmingly positive
seeming world which is optimised for seeming pleasant), one that technically
obeys the definitions of vi but not the spirit of di, a world which hides a large
degree of unpleasantness at a level humans don’t think to look for, and so on2.

In that case, W is poorly-described by M(W ). To formalise that description,
use an agent motivated to provide understandable information about how W
might diverge from M(W ). Call this alternate intelligence the DAI, the Devil’s
advocate AI. Specifically:

Definition 3.1 (Poorly-described world). A world W is poorly-described by
M(W ) if there exists some description d about W such that:

1. The U(d,W0, H) is false: d is not a good description about W0.

2 See “Siren worlds and the perils of over-optimised search” by the author at http:

//lesswrong.com/lw/jao/siren_worlds_and_the_perils_of_overoptimised/ and see also pa-
pers that look at the possibility of question-answering AIs that manipulate humans through
technically accurate answers (Bostrom, 2014; Armstrong et al., 2012).
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2. The U(d,W,H) is true: d is a good description about W .

3. The U(d, (W,W0), H) is true: furthermore, d is a good description of the
difference between the worlds.

4. The Q(“Does d capture an important fact about W that is not clear from
M(W ), M(W0) and M(W )−M(W0)?”, H) is true: the human agrees d
is an important new fact.

So the aim is for the DAI to ferret out this d, to fin ways in which W differs
intuitively from what its model M(W ). If it cannot do so, then the world W is
said to be well-described by M(W ).

Requirement 3 prevents the DAI from simply taking a d that is true in W0

and W and adding in a trivial condition that is true in W only. Note that 4 is
easier to satisfy if there are fewer variables vi in V . This acts as an increasing
pressure on the size of V , for any AI wishing to minimise the effectiveness of
DAIs.

The Devil’s advocate process is the most important process of this paper, and
potentially the weakest link of the whole setup. It’s not clear whether it can work
as is – maybe it’s too easy to find important-sounding descriptive deviations even
for the best of worlds. It may be necessary to have a longer exchange between
the DAI and the AI attacking the DAI’s arguments, and vice-versa, a debate
with each of them presenting understanding-increasing arguments. In any case,
because these are questions of accuracy and understanding, and not more tricky
questions of values (Armstrong, 2017c), it should be possible to come up with a
process that performs as wanted.

3.4 Caching out the desiderata

The desiderata of D can now be cached out. The AI will first pick a set V = {vi}
of variables, subject to the condition of Section 3.2 that H agree that they are
important. It will then translate D into formal criteria uD + c on the vi. The
uD : RV → R is some measure of increased utility, phrased in terms of the
vi, and meant to capture the meaning of D. The c : RV → R, on the other
hand, is a constraint that measures the cost3 of decreasing other variables while
increasing uD.

It will check these by ensuring the following are true:

• Q(“Does uD capture the desiderata of D?”, H),

• Q(“Does c capture an acceptable tradeoff for increasing D via uD?”, H),

• Q(“Have you failed to you think of a better uD to capture D or a better c
for capturing the acceptable tradeoff?”, H).

3.5 Picking the world

Once the desiderata are cached out, the AI will then pick a world W (D) according
to the following criteria:

3 One could imagine uD as linear and sparse in the variables of V , and c as quadratic,
negative, and non-sparse.
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1. The measure uD + c on M(W (D)) − M(W0) is suitably maximised /
satisficed / quantilised (Taylor, 2015).

2. The Q(“Is M(W (D))−M(W0) is a good realisation of D?”, H) is true.

3. The world W (D) is well-described by M(W (D)), in the sense of Section
3.1.

The requirement 2 is a sort of ‘final check’ that the human H is getting
what they want. Another alternative would be for A to give a list of worlds
M(W (D)) −M(W0), for which there exists a world W (D) well described by
M(W (D)), and have the human pick which one they prefer.

4 Conclusion

The approach presented in this paper is by no means perfect, but it is an attempt
to show how concepts of ‘human understanding’ can be reversed to allow to AIs
that follow human instructions.

The ‘Devil’s advocate’ approach is particularly valuable, as it holds out the
possibility of preventing unforeseen catastrophic outcomes proactively, by having
an agent dedicated to finding them, rather that hoping that the design avoids
such flaws.

It is hoped that as models of AIs increasing human understanding continue
to improve, that approaches such as these will be refined and will contribute to
the creation of safer powerful AIs.
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